Encasing Your Entire Enterprise
From recyclable clamshells to top down bottles and pharmaceutical foil blister packs to flexible pouches, the packaging industry design solutions that provide security, protection, convenience and marketing to the world. But with these innovations comes a unique set of manufacturing necessities, such as need for detailed lot traceability, accurate part labeling and production flexibility. That is why your packaging company deserves a packaging-specific manufacturing ERP &MES software that fits your needs.

IQMS’ packaging manufacturing ERP software is designed with you in mind. It adeptly handles lot and serial traceability, UPC labeling, pack outs, external and internal document control and BOM flexibility for dies and inks so that your company can improve its operational excellence and stay competitive.

Masters of Manufacturing Processes
Regardless of the manufacturing processes you use to produce your packaging (injection extrusion, blow molding, thermoforming, etc. or a combination), IQMS offers an industry-specific solution that addresses your specific process challenges.

Packaging To Go
As your shop floor becomes more mobile, IQMS has developed a number of apps to extend your ERP software on the go. Through smart phones, tablets, forklift mounted monitors and other mobile devices, gain realtime manufacturing ERP and MES information for proactive and immediate decision making.

Innovating Alongside You
Continually innovating, the packing industry is pushing the boundaries of boxes, bottles, containers and packs to create products that are more sustainable, thinner, stronger and use less material than ever before. IQMS is innovating right alongside our packaging customers with industry-specific tools such as:

- **Document Control:** View internal and external documents, as well as email, from secure document control libraries with complete audit trails and history.
- **Flexible Units of Measure:** Whether you are storing in eaches, producing in grams and purchasing in lots, constantly changing units of measure can get complicated. IQMS offers flexible units of measure with automatic built-in conversions so your quantity is accurate every time.
- **Lot and Serial Traceability:** More accurate and compliant inventory control is easily achievable with complete lot number tracking and traceability.
- **Multi-Level, Industry-Specific Bills of Manufacture:** Unlimited, pre-defined, tool-based BOMs, with the ability to handle your dies and inks, meet the unique needs of your production operations.
- **Regrind Usage & Consumption Features:** Add and consume raw materials that are not a part of the master inventory, including functionality to track scrap rates, regrind usage, parison/flash and runner/sprue for material consumption.